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squeamish and left him weary.   " The same old thing," he would say,
with a contemptuous sniff, " a triangle in a hothouse."
m
His relations with his family were so much of the essence of him
that some allusion to its atmosphere and personnel can hardly he
avoided.
Its ethos was in some ways unusual. Between its members (or
many of them, for this does not apply to the females or to his second
family) there was an unwritten taboo against emotional demon-
strativeness even of the mildest order, and the ordinary exchanges
of family life were often overlaid with a veneer of detachment which
might even be mistaken for dislike. Between Raymond in par-
ticular (whose reserve was sometimes misread as inhumanity) and
his brothers, so harmless an act as that of shaking hands was success-
folly evaded for years at a stretch for fear the gesture might be
construed as evidence of more mutual regard than they cared to
own to in public. Indeed, a more or less rigid etiquette of mutual
indifference, or even invective established itself between hi™ and
them, and in some degree between them and each other, any depar-
ture from which would have embarrassed them and incurred resent-
ment as a breach of the canons of good taste, or at least of the
common incivilities due from one Asquith to another. Raymond's
first comment at the age of two, on hearing of the birth of his
brother Herbert was, " Canr33ertie think ? " And he spent much
time in later life in elaboratii% the grounds of this early scepticism.
News that the writer of thesei ,lines had been fortunate enough, like
his father and himself, to gain tlie first Balliol scholarship, drew from
Raymond the genuinely amazed query: " Who was second ? "
and was moreover the occasion of the first and only letter I received
from him. It was as follows :
dear cyril,
Fancy you being as clever as—
Raymond !
This communication, unsullied by any mawkish effusion, left the
austerity of our relations intact. Nor is it easy to forget the ex-
pression of nausea with which, having risen courteously in an ill-lit
room to welcome what he supposed to be a stranger, he discovered
that he had been unwittingly polite to his brother Arthur. Notwffch-
standiag their cool and casual contacts, the family as a whole were
united by a powerful freemasonry, and its members would even on

